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Analysis of a Multi-Class Service Tandem Queueing Model
with Feedback Attended by a Single Server
Tsuyoshi KATAYAMA
Department of Electronics and Information Engineering
Faculty of Engineering, Toyama Prefectural University
Toyama 939-03, Japan

This paper analyzes a single-server multi-class service tandem queue with feedback,
which appears in call processing for multi-class calls (tasks) in telecommunication systems. Explicit
expressions are derived for joint queue-length generating functions and the mean total sojourn
time spent by a customer (task) in the tandem queueing model. Using the extended Kleinrock's
conservation law, an optimal task scheduling strategy (called as the Klh rule) is obtained to
minimize a cost function defined by the individual mean total sojourn times of multi-class tasks.

Abstract

1. Introduction
The Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) have
been extensively developed and introduced. It enables

By fonnulating as a Markov decision process, Browne and
Yechiali[14] and Yoshida et alP6] have recently studied

owing to multiple grades of service requirements, it needs

similar priority assignment problems to this paper for the
cyclic-service polling systems[13].

essentially an optimal call processing for multi-class calls in

The main purpose of this paper is to obtain explicit

efficient transmission of various traffic demands. However,

the network nodes. we consider priority assignment

expressions of individual perfonnance measures (waiting

problems on the call processing with multi-class tasks in

time, total sojourn time for each class task etc.) and to find

electronic switching systems by using a special two-stage

such a task-scheduling strategy for multi-class tasks as the
Klh rule (also called the cJl rulei4].

tandem queueing model with parallel queues for multi-class
tasks in the second stage attended by a single server.
There have been analytical studies of tandem queues
with cyclic-service. Nair[10] and Netto[ll] considered a
two-stage tandem queue with Poisson arrivals and general
service times. Katayama[7] studied multi-stage tandem
queues with several switching rules, e.g., exhaustive, gated
and limited services. The switching rules correspond to the
task-scheduling for call processing in electronic switching
systems. Various switching rules of single-server queueing
network systems have been studied in several literature,
where these are different from this paper in decision
epochs, i.e., switching epochs, (see Section 2)[4].[5].[9].
This work was partially carried out while the author was
with the Transport Switching Software Laboratory, NTT
Electrical Communication Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan.

2. Single-Server Tandem Queueing Model
A queueing system considered below is a single-server
two-stage tandem queue with feedback as shown in Fig. 1.
The first stage has a common queue, Qo' and the second
stage has N parallel queues, Qj ' Q2"" and Q N for multiclass customers. Each queue, Q", has a service counter,
SrI' n =0, 1,2 .... N. Customers of type-n (or class-n) arrive

at the common queue Qo according to a Poisson process
with rate A", n = 1. 2 ... ·. N. After receiving the service in So'
each customer either joins the end of a waiting line in Qo'
again with probability p, or departs from the first stage with
probability q=l-p. Type-n customers who have completed
service in the rust stage go immediately to Q" to receive the
second service in SrI' n = 1,2, .. ·• N. All the queues are
served by a single server according to the exhaustive service
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discipline (i.e., the server continues to serve until each
queue becomes empty) in cyclic order (Sa~Sl~S2~
,,·~SN~Sa~Sl

and so on). We denote the switching rule

in the second stage by P :={Sl,S2," ',SN}' Customers are
served in each queue on the first-in-first-out (F1 FO)
discipline. Service times, 1'n' at each counter Sn'
n = 0.1.2.···. N have a general distribution function H/t),

with finite first and second moments, h and h (2).
n
n
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of H/t) is denoted by

H* n (s),

n = 0, 1. 2 •...• N.

The switchover time[13] is

assumed to be zero. (Since 1'0 « 1'n' n = 1. 2 .... N in real
switching systems, the

firs~

stage service corresponds to

00

ro(m):=

f----mI e
o
(At)m

-At

(2.8)

dH(t).

The following notation is used for a differentiable
generating function G/x,y),
G'n.x(a,b) :=

[(fxpn(X,y)] x = a,y =

1>-

(2.9)

3. Queue-Length Generating Function
This section determines a generating function of the
following joint queue-length distribution at departure epochs
of customers from each stage, which are defmed by:

"pre-processing" and the second stage service to "main

n/i; jl,j2, .. ·,jN): the steady-state joint probability that just

processing" for multi-class tasks).

after a customer has completed service at Sn, n = 0.1.2;". N.
the number of waiting customers in Qa' Ql' Qi" and QN' is

The following notation is introduced:

A

N

A:=L Ai
i=1
Po := Aho

Pn:= __n_
A
P n := Anhn

i,jl,j2"" andjN' respectively,

n=I,2, .. ·,N

and for
n = 1,2,···, N.

/x/'/Yk/ 51, k= 1.2 .. ··.N,

(2.1)

Denoting by H(t) the distribution function of the total service
time for a customer in the fIrst stage, and using H* (s) to

00

00

00

denote the LST of H(t), we have
H(t) :=

L H (k)(t)·(qpk-l)

k=1
H*(s):=

Then, considering the events that occur during two

0

qH· ~(s)
I-pH o(s)

(2.2)

N

where H/k)(t) denotes the k-th iterated convolution of Hit)
Let a and

with itself. [12]

successive departure epochs at the fIrst stage (So), we have
the following balance equations for i,jl'''',jN ~O:

c/2 ) denote the mean

second moment for the distribution H(t), then we get
h
h (2) 2 h 2
a. '= _ 0
N(2) '= _0_ + ~
.
q
u..
q
q2'

1to(i; 0, .. ·,0, jk = 1,0,,,,,0) =

and the

L 1tn(O; 0, .. ·,0) PkrO(i)

n=1

N

i

+ L L1tn(i-m+l; 0, .. ·, 0) p~o(m)
n=1 m=O

(2.3)

k = 1,2,"" N

(3.2)

Thus, we define total server utilization:
N

11 := 110+

LP

N
n

110 := Aa..

(2.4)

n=1
The server utilization .,., < 1 is assumed for stability. [2]
We denote by q/m) the probability that m customers
arrive at Q a during service times, 1'n' n = O. 1.2 ... ·• N, i.e.,
00

qn(m):=

f (~~ e

i

L L 1to(i-m+l; jl", jn-l' jn-1, jn+l", jN)PnrO(m).
n=1 m=O

where we use a relationship[12] that the customer departure
process in the fIrst stage.is the same as the one in the first
stage (So) without feedback having arrival rate A. and the
service time distribution H(t).

(2.5)

-At dHn(t).

o

The generating function for q n(m), Qn(x) :=

Em~oqn(m)x"',

is then given by
Qn(x) = H· n (A(I-x)}

=

Similarly, considering the customer departure events
from the service counter Sn, n = 1. 2 .. ··• N, in the second
stage, we get the following equation for i, jl''' ' , jN ~ 0:
i

1t n{i;O, .. ,O,jn,.·,jN)
n = 0, 1,2,... , N.

(2.6)

=L 1tn{i-m;O,.·,O, jn+1 ,jn+l"" jN)qn{m)
m=O

We define similarly,
Ro(x):=

L ro(m)xm = H·{A(1-X)}

m=O
where

(2.7)

+

n-l i
L1tk(i-m; 0,.·,0,jn+ 1,jn+l,",jN)qn(m)
k=1 m=O
n 1,2,.. , N
(3.3)

L

=
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where

where the empty sum is assumed to be zero.

N

B:= S(I PnYn)

Then, from (3.1) to (3.3), we obtain the following

n=1

functional relations through routine calculations:

C\>(Yl' Y2''', YN) :=

N

LPnYnRo(x)

Go(x; Yl' Y2"'" YN) =

n=~

- (l-x)1t(O)

+ ~(Ql(x), Q2(x), .. ·, QN(x)}-<l> {Yl' Y2"'" Yn}]
(3.4a)

G ,/x;Y j'Y2,"" YN)' n

= 0,1,2,"', N have

been completely

determined. Thus. we obtain the following results.
Theorem 3.1 The generating functions. G'/x;y j ,y2 ,"'YN)

= 0, 1, 2;", N for

the joint queue-length distribution are

given by (3.4a) and (3.4b). here
Q2(x), .. ·, Qn_l(x), yn,", YN}

~{Ql(x), Q2(x),. .. , Qn(x), Yn+l'''' YN}]
n = 1,2,"', N

(3.4b)

N

(3.11a)

- S( LPin(m)(o; O,.··.O)} ]
n=1

where
N

1t(0) :=

(3.10)

an iterative scheme and a boundary condition 4>{O,O,···,O}
sGofO; 0, .. ·,0) = 0,£8] In this way. the generating function

n

-

(1 -11)(1 - S).

This linear functional equation for 4'(-} can be solved using

[

x- LPnYnRo(x)
n=1

'[~{Ql(X),

1

2

L 1tn (O; 0,"', 0)

n=1

~{Yl'Y2''''YN} := Go(O; Yl'y 2,"·,y N)·

(3.4c)
fn (o)(Yl' Y2' .... YN) := Yn

It is necessary to determine unknown probability n(O)
and unknown function 4'{Y j 'Y2," "YN}'

1Ynl SI
N

f n(m+l)(yl' Y2"'" YN) := Q n [S(Ip//m)(Yl' Y2' ... YN)}]
j=1

m =O. 1. 2,...

(1) Determination of1t(O)

n =1. 2,. ... N.

(3.11b)
I

From the normalization condition
N

L G n(l;l, ..·,l) = 1

(3.5)
n=1
and using L'Hospital's rule for (3.4a) and (3.4b), we have
1
1t(0) = 2 (1-11)
(3.6)

4. Analysis of Mean Sojourn Times

and

of type-n in the first stage (the total time spent by a customer
of type-n in the first stage) and denote by W j the waiting

G o(1;l, .. ,l) +

G o(1; 1,,,,, 1) =

21

(3.7)

Pn
G n (1'' 0 , .. ·0
Y = 1"
1 ..,· 1) = 2
"n

This section derives some explicit expressions for mean
sojourn time of a type-n customer. n = 1, 2, ... , N. Let
(}/n). n = 1, 2, .. ·, N denote the sojourn time for a customer

time in Q0 for an arbitrary customer including cycled
n = 1,2,", N.

(2) Determination of ~{yl' Y2, .... YN}
It is shown by Takacs' lemma[2] that the denominator on
the right-hand side of (3.4a).
N

(3.8)
co:= I PnY
n=1
has exactly one root. namely x = IX co). in the unit circle Ix I
~ 1 under the condition that co = 1, 1] 0 ~ 1 and I co I < 1.

x - coH· (}..(1 - x)} = 0

(The explicit expression for 8( co) is given by Appendix in
Ref. [2]. for example.) Since the numerator on the righthand side of (3.4a) should be zero for x = o(ro). we obtain

customers. Similarly, denote by
2, .. ·, N

(}/n)

and

w/n). n = 1,

the sojourn time and the waiting time for a

customer of type-n in the second stage. In addition, denote
by fin) and ()w(n) the total sojourn time spent by a customer
of type-n in the system and the total waiting time for the
second service of a type-n customer. respectively. Le.,
9(n):= 9 (n) + 9 (n)
2
1
9)n):= 9 (n) + w (n)
1
2

n

=1.2...·• N.

(4.1)

4.1 Mean Sojourn Time in the First Stage
we first derive the mean queue-length, E(LJ. (the mean

the following functional equation: [3].[1 I]
~(Ql(B). Q2(B), .. ·• QN(B)} - cl>{Yl' Y2· .. ·• YN}

= cl>{yl' Y2 ..... YN}

(3.9)

number of customers waiting and being served) in the first
stage at an arbitrary epoch. Denoting by flex) the generating
function for a marginal queue-length distribution in Qoat the
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00(X;Yl'Y2''''YN 1n) = 0* 0(x;yl'y2 .... 'yN)·y,/x.

instant just after customer-departures from the first stage,
n(x) is given by
Il(x) = 0o(x;I,I, .. ·,I)/Oo(1;I,I .... ,I).
(4.2)

Hence, using (3.7), we get

Hence, from the propeny of the MIGI1 type queue[31.[151,
the mean queue-length in Qo' E(L~, is also obtained by

.
°0(x'yl'y2 .... ,y Nln)

E(Lo) = O'o.x(1;I,I, .. ·,I)/Oo(1;I,I, .. ·,I).

(4.3)

(4.7b)

°0(x;yl'y2 .... 'yN)
~
0 (1'1 1 ... 1) .{y,/ L.JPnYn}
o ' , , ,
n=l
2Yn
N
00(x;yl'y2.... 'yN)· (4.8)
LPnYn

Next, denoting by

E(Q~

Thus, removing the condition] from (4.6) by using (4.8),

customers in Qo at arbitrary epoch, we get
E(Lo) = E(Qo) + 1 - Il(O).

(4.4)

Thus, using Little's formula, Equation (3.7) and the total
arrival rate to Qo (=AJq), we obtain the following results.

Theorem 4.1 The mean sojourn time in the first stage of
a type-n customer, E(O/n»), n = 1.2 ... ·• N and the mean
waiting time in Qo' E(w j ), are given by:
E(9 t (n» = 20' o.x(1;I, .. ·,I)/A.
E(w t )=

f-{

n=1

the expected number of waiting

Theorem 4.2 The mean sojourn time in the second stage
of a type-n customer, E(O/n»), and the mean waiting time in
the second queue, E(w/It »), n =1. 2 .... N are given by
00

E(92(n»=L

00

00

L oo L E(92(n)IJ)1t0(i;h, .. ·,jn+I'''',jNln)

i=O h=O j~
n

n = 1,2,,,,, N

O'o.X<I; 1,,,,1) + 0 0 (0;1 ...,1) -

we get the following results.

+}.

(4.5a)

=h n -

L Pkhk+~
k=1
1-110

n-l

L

Pkhk}O'O,x (1;1,,,,,1)

+2 LhkO'OY (1;1,,,,,1)
k=l
' k

(4.9a)

(4.5b)

{a.+

n

I

E(w 2(n» = E(92(n» - hn

4.2 Mean Sojourn Time in the Second Stage
We first obtain the conditional expectation for sojourn

n = 1, 2...., N.

(4.9b)
I

The following inequality for E(w/It») is derived as being

time distribution of a type-n customer in the second stage,
E(O/It)/]), where] :={i; jj,"'JIt +1 ," J~ represents the

naturally expected:

system state that the number of waiting customers in Qo'

Corollary 4.1

Qj,·.. ,QIt'''· and QN is i,j1 ,"'J It +1, .. · and jN when a tagged
customer of type-n, C* It has arrived at the second queue,

implies

QIt' n = 1.2 ..... N. Since the expected number of customers

served at So during the i-busy period[2] is equal to il(i-1]oJ,

k=l

The switching rule, P

= {Sl,S2, ,,,,SN}

E(w2(1» < E(w2(2» < ... < E(w2(N».
From (4.7a) and (4.7b), we get

(4.10)

Proof:

1t*o(i+I; jl'''', jn .... ' jN)

we get
.

n-l

.
E(92(n)IJ)=~+
{(jk+ IPk )hk}+(jn+I)hn. (4.6)
1-110 k=l
1-110

= 1to (i; jl'''' jn-l' jn+1. jn+l"', jNln)
= 1to (i; jl", jn' jn+l+ I , jn+2'''' jNln+I).

L

Next, we need to determine a conditional probability denoted
by nii; jj,"JIt,"JNln), that queue-length in Qo,Qj,"',QIt''''
and Q N is i, jj, .. ,jlt( ~ 1), .. · and jN' when the tagged
customer C *It has arrived at the second queue, Q It ,
n = 1.2 ... ·• N.

In order to facilitate the determination of the
generating function Gix;Y1'Y2'''''YN/n) for the distribution

(nii;jj,"'JN/n)}, we introduce the probability denoted by
n* o(i;j1 .... JN) that at the instant just before customer-

departures from the fIrst stage, queue-length in Qo.Q j ,"· and
QN is i (~J),jl'''' andjN' respectively.
Denoting by G*ix;yj,,,, ,yN) the generating function for
the distribution (n*ii;jj''''JN)}, we have
°0(x;Yl'Y2,""YN)
*
~
= 0 O(x;yl'y2 .... 'yN)· L.J PnY'/x
O o(1 ; 1 , 1 t " , 1),
n=1
(4.7a)

(4.11)

Using (4.6), (4.9a), (4.9b) and (4.11), the differrence (D)
between E(w/It+J)) and E(w/It») is expressed by
00

D=

00

L L'" L1t*o(i+I; h' .. ·'jn.... 'jN)

i=Oh=o j~

-{< 1i~;o +i,)h, + io+lho+l - ioho}. <4.12)
Since the right-hand side of (4.12) is positive (D
we get (4.10).

> 0),
•

4.3 Mean Total Sojourn Time
The mean total sojourn time and the mean total waiting
time of a type-n customer are given by
E(9(n» = E(9 (n» + E(9 (n»
1
2
E(9 w (n» = E(9 1(n» + E(w2(n»

n = 1,2,,,,, N.

(4.13)
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For all relevant queueing quantities under the condition

Hence, Corollary 4.1 is rewritten as follows:
Corollary 4.2 The switching rule,

P ={S1 ,S2,''',SN}

of P#, we use the same notation modified by adding the
n»), E(w"fn»), i = 1, 2,
symbol #, for example, E(£ff
I
I
n#o(i; h, j2'''', jN/n), n

implies
E(a w (1» < E(a w (2» <... < E(a w (N» .

=1.2,.. ·• N and so on.

(4. 14)

First, we compare two mean total sojourn times for

I
Remark 4.1 Note that the inequality (4.14) does not
always hold for E(fin»), n =1,2,···, N. It can be shown in a

a customer of type-n under the switching rules, P and p#.

similar manner to the proof of Corollary 4.1.

Since the generating function (n(x) in (4.2» for the queue
length distribution in Qo is not affected by the interchange
of Sj and Sj+1' we get the following equation by using
Theorem 4.1 :

5. Optimal Switching Rule

E(a 1(n» = E(a#1(n»

In this section, we investigate an optimal switching rule

in the second stage so as to minimize a total sojourn time
cost defined by
N

C :=

L, Pn {KnE(a(n)}

(5.1)

n=1
where Kn is the delay cost for a customer of type-no

(5.4)

E(w 1) = E(W# 1)'
Equations (4.8) and (4.9a) also yield
jl' j2 .... ' jNln) =1t#o(i; jl' h.... , jNln)
E(a2(n» =E(a#2(n»
for n < j and n > j + 1.

(5.5)
(5.6)

1to(i;

Lemma 5.1 and the last two equalities, (5.4) and (5.6),

5.1 Conservation Law
To fmd the optimal switching rule in the second stage,
the following lemma will be necessary.
Lemma 5.1

For the two-stage tandem queue with feed-

back defined in Section 2, the value of V defmed by (5.2)
is invariant for the work-conserving switching rule[1],[4]:
1

V :=

q

It
N

(110 +

It

PjE(w2(j» + Pj+1E(w 2G+1»
=p).E(w#2(j» + p.)+1 E(w#2G+l»

PnE(w 2(n» .

(5.2)

Proof: The total arrival rate to Q o is equal to }Jq and the
N

mean total service time in the system to {a +

L ph} .

n=1 n n

Thus, the relationship (5.2) is directly derived from
Theorem 4.2 in Ref. [6].

I

(5.7)

•

Thus, the difference (..1) of two total sojourn time costs for
the switching rules, P and P#, is expressed by
& :=C-c'

N

Pn)E(w 1) +

imply

I}

{K ' ( E(w 2G) ) - E(w#2(j) )}...::.Lh
=p.) P'+1
)
j

K- + .
-=.ttLh
j+l

(5.8)

Using (5.5), we need to evaluate the following difference,
E(w 2G» - E(w#2 G»
00

00

= ~ L, '" L,1to(i; k 1.... , kj_1, ~ + 1, kj+1.... ,kN IJ)
1=0 k1=0 kN=O

(This lemma is an extension of the conservation law first

. [hj(kj + 1) -(hj+1(kj+1 + Pj+t'_i_) + hj(kj + I)}]. (5.9)
1-110

given by Kleinrock[4] and can be also extended to that for a

Hence, we get E(w/i ») - E(w'/j») <

single-server queueing network system[1].)

o.

(This inequality is

also clear from the property of the priority switching rule).

5.2 Optimal Switching Rule in the Second Stage
Using the preparation of Lemma 5.1, we shall derive
the following theorem, known as the Klh rule[4].
Theorem 5.1 The optimal priority assignment to minimize

the total sojourn time cost, e, is in descending order of
Kn I hn, with the highest value of Kn I hn, n = 1,2,"', N.
Proof: Consider a switching rule in which the priority of
just two neigh boring types, say j and j+1 are interchanged,
and denote the switching rules before and after the
interchange as P =(S1,S2 '''''Styl and P#, that is,
(5.3)

Therefore,

e# > e, or a type-j customer should be

higher priority than a type-U+1) customer if
K·
K '+1
...::.L > ~.
hj
hj+ 1

given
(5.10)

Thus, using (5.10), the optimal switching rule can be
obtained by interchanging some neighboring classes
successively.
Hence, we get the optimal priority assignment.

I

Next, we consider the following cost function,
N

C· :=

L,

KnE(a(n».
(5.11)
n=1
Using K n instead of p ~n in (5.1) and the proof of Theorem
5.1, Theorem 5.1 can be expressed as follows[4]:
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Corollary 5.1

The optimal priority assignment to
minimize the total waiting time cost, C·, is in descending
order of Kip
n n, with the highest priority for the class with
the highest value of Kn I Pn'

•

Remark 5.1: It is also shown that Theorem 5.1 and
Corollary 5.1 hold for the cases of total waiting time costs,
N

Cw :=

L Pn{KnE(ew(n»}

(5.12a)
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Fig. 1 Two-Stage Tandem Queue with Feedback

